
Special series 
of amplifiers for cinema

XZ

Main advantages of amplifiers of XZ series produced by Eurosound are adjustability for operation in electric 
networks of the Russian Federation, high linearity of amplitude frequency response at any load. Like other devices of 
such class, these amplifiers are provided with first class protection from overheating, short circuit at the output, direct 
current component. Amplifiers are equipped with smooth start system to avoid acoustic systems malfunction. Line 
circuit-breakers, input sensitivity controls from -80 dB to 0 dB, 5-segment indicators of input signal level, indicators of 
operating protection and activation of device itself are provided on the front panel of amplifiers. Power units of 
amplifiers are equipped with powerful toroidal transformers that easily withstand voltage spikes in electric networks 
of Russia. This ensures higher reliability in comparison with electronic power units.

The rear panels of amplifiers contain grounding switch, toggle switches of input sensitivity and operating mode 
selection: stereo, bridge, parallel. Channel inputs are provided on XLR and phoenix connectors. Outputs are 
provided on classic manual и Phoenix terminals. XZ-1200, XZ-1600, XZ-1800 models are equipped with additional 
HIGH-CUT and LOW-CUT filters cutting off frequencies higher than 120 Hz and lower than 40 Hz correspondingly, 
and interruptible limiter as well. 

XZ-400  XZ-500  XZ-800  XZ-900

XZ-1200 | XZ-1600 | XZ-1800
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Inputs: XLR and PHOENIX balance connectors

Outputs: 2 types of terminals – manual and screw-type

3 levels of input sensitivity

Uninterruptable power cable

Protective strips to prevent damage to the input
connectors,

GROUND LIFT option for background elimination 
in case of ground loops occurrence

Models of XZ-1200/1600/1800 series are equipped with:

Limiter  
HIGH-CUT and LOW-CUT filters cutting off frequencies 
higher than 120 Hz and lower than 40 Hz correspondingly
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Amplifiers are designed for cinema’s installations.

Power: from 250 to 1200 W (at 8 Ohm).

Operation on load up to 2 Ohm.

Protection against short circuit, dc component, 
overheating.

Smooth start system is provided to avoid acoustic 
systems malfunction.

STEREO/PARALLEL/BRIDGE modes
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Filter capacitor  40000μF 60000μF 80000μF 120000μF 152000μF
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